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Two pupils of Hawthorns School, Worthing, with the giant poppy that the school’s 
children made and hung at the Worthing Pier Memorial. (See page 15.) 



 

 
 

NEW MEMBER 
 

Hugh McLeod 
 

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
 

David Harwood     Peter Hoyles 
 

NEW FRIENDS 
 

Donald Messenger     Peter Schreiber 
 

 
EDITORIAL 

 
Well another three months has flown by and it is time once again to say thank 
you to all who have sent donations to ensure the continued existence of our 
wonderful association. Whilst the numbers of squadron veterans is sadly, but 
inevitably, falling our overall membership is holding its own.  
 

However, I get the feeling that there are quite a few ‘ghosts’, that is people who 
are on the membership list but who are either deceased, gone away or who have 
no longer any interest in the association. Many of you will remember that four 
or five years ago I sent out a census form with The 4T9er asking Members and 
Associates who wished to continue their membership with the association to 
sign and return it to me. This resulted in a drop in numbers of fifteen or so. Well 
the time has come to repeat the process and you will find a form with this issue. 
It is vital that you return this to me as soon as possible otherwise you will be 
classed as ‘Gone Away’ and your membership terminated. Whereas the first 
census included only Members and Associates this roll call will apply to all 
categories. It is essential that we have a true picture of the membership so that 
we are not wasting resources in sending out material unnecessarily. For instance 
there are quite a few members from whom I haven’t heard since the last census. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
 

B. Lowe     L. Pyrah     B. Watkins     J. D. Harvison 
 

 WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 



 

Sadly I must record the passing on August 28th of Associate Member Barbara 
Lowe, widow of Hampden pilot Frank Lowe who was remembered in the 
February 2010 issue of The 4T9er. Also ‘Friend’ Leslie Pyrah who was the 
brother of Member Bill Pyrah who served with 49 Squadron’s ground crew at 
Scampton. Former WAAF Billi Watkins died on September 8th. Together with 
her late friend Midge Gosset she regularly attended reunions until the 
development of her illness. Jack Harvison, who died in August, flew his tour as 
flight engineer in the crew of F/O L. M. Pederson DFC between May 11th and  
August 29th 1944. The wireless operator in the crew was reunion regular John 
Dodkins who died last November. 
 

After four ‘Postings out’ it’s a pleasure to welcome new Member Hugh McLeod 
who flew thirty-one ops in the rear turret between October 6th 1944 and April 
8th 1945. He also did some flying with our late Chairman, Leslie ‘Uncle Will’ 
Hay. Fourteen of his last fifteen ops had late Member Bert Weatherley in the 
wireless operator’s seat. We welcome two new Associate Members. Firstly 
David Harwood who is the son of former 49 Squadron rear gunner Don 
Harwood DFM. Don died in June 2010 and is remembered in the August issue 
of that year. Peter Hoyles, born in England but now resident in Bali, is the 
nephew of former WAAF, Nancy (Ann) Horan nee Edenden, who served with 
49 Squadron continuously through the war. His mother was also in the WAAF. 
Peter writes, “My mother Lucy Eddenden did not [serve with 49 Squadron], but 
visited both Scampton and Fiskerton often. Mum was a telegraphist who was 
stationed at various Bomber Command communications centres around the 
country. She told us that for some time she spent several months under about 20 
feet of concrete but not where this bunker was located. She was an unbelievably 
fast and accurate typist (90 words, no errors, per minute) and knew how to keep 
secrets which was we suppose the reason she got the job. She kept these secrets 
to her dying day.” Also new ‘Friends’ Donald Messenger, himself ex RAF, who 
was a close friend of the late ‘Reg’ Jarrett, 49 Squadron armourer, who was 
remembered in the August 2011 issue and Peter Schreiber from Germany who  
was a very popular guest at this year’s reunion, particularly with the ladies. 
 

My thanks to all who drew my attention to the recovery of the Lancaster in 
Germany believed to be 49 Squadron’s ED427. We have been following events 
with interest for some time. I have to say however, that I was furious when I saw 
pictures of human remains being handled on an Internet video. I was appalled at 
the disgusting spectacle of people trampling the recovery site, one young 
individual was hacking at the ground whilst a finger bone was being shown to 
the camera. I sought the advice of Major Paul Petersen RNLAF Ret’d. who 
carried out the recovery of our Hampden P1206 and her crew in Holland a few 
years ago with utmost taste and professionalism. He put me in touch with his 
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successor Major Arie Kappert. To cut a long story short the action of Major 
Kappert, for which we are most grateful, through his head of Recovery and 
Identification Services, W.O. Geert Jonker, via the German and British 
authorities, has resulted in the pictures of human remains being withdrawn from 
the website. Paul Petersen did however acknowledge that many crash sites 
would remain undiscovered were it not for the efforts of amateur investigation 
groups. That said, it would appear that the stringent laws regarding the recovery 
of human remains that apply in Holland, Great Britain and no doubt many other 
European countries, do not to apply in Germany. Frankly I am appalled. Besides 
the crash site being a war grave, surely the finding of human remains should 
also render it a possible crime scene? I understand that on the finding of human 
remains at the crash site in Germany the police were informed, they visited the 
site, left and returned later to collect what had been recovered. The most recent 
information that I have regarding the recovery of the human remains is; “British 
military police took custody Tuesday [October  23rd] of remains found at the 
site of a World War II bomber crash and will attempt to identify them for 
possible interment in a British war cemetery in Germany. 
  “A spokesman for British Forces Germany said it could be years before the 
remains - believed to be from the crew of a British Lancaster bomber that 
crashed west of Mannheim in 1943 - are positively identified…”  
 

On Saturday September 22nd a memorial was unveiled to those who died during 
Operation Fuller, ‘The Channel Dash’. On February 12th 1942, 49 Squadron 
despatched twenty Hampdens of which four were lost together with their four 
man crews. The Association was represented by Associate Member Jake James 
who laid a wreath on our behalf. Jake, who was over here from Australia at     
the time, is the great nephew of P.O. Stanley Way who was one of those lost    
on this operation. 
 

There were two 49ers mentioned in the November issue of FlyPast. Eric Clarke 
was involved in the unveiling of a memorial to the crew of Lancaster W4904 at 
Edlington, South Yorkshire. Rod Learoyd, who was featured in the October 
‘Victoria Cross’ series, prompted a letter from W.H. Drummond of Bromley, 
Kent recalling a visit that Learoyd, then Squadron Leader, made to 7 PACT in 
June 43; “…My recollection is of a very relaxed and friendly meeting, with the 
‘hero’ very willing to engage with the very young and inexperienced ‘erks’....” 
Incidentally Eric was also interviewed on Radio Sheffield on August Bank 
Holiday Monday. Eric is an example to us all as at the time of writing he is six 
months away from his 100th birthday. 
 

When I first became secretary of this association I was advised to avoid the 
subjects of religion and politics. This was sound advice but I cannot resist 
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commenting on a recent occurrence. When Barbara and I visit her mother in 
Chorley, Lancashire, I always stock up with half a dozen meat and potato pies. 
They make the best pies in the world within a thirty mile radius of Wigan. 
Normally I buy them cold in order to freeze them but the shop only had two 
cold, the remainder were hot. The assistant said that the cold ones do not attract 
VAT whereas the hot ones do. As I intended to let them go cold before freezing 
it seemed farcical. Who on earth convinced the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
George Osbourne, that this is a good idea? 
 

On August 18th we visited the National Memorial Arboretum where our five 
year old granddaughter laid crosses at the 1st Army Memorial for her great-great 
grandfather (Tunis) and at the RAFA Memorial for her great-great uncle 
(Aabenraa, Denmark) who were killed on the 17th and 18th August respectively 
in 1943. Following this we went up to the Armed Forces Memorial, seen in the 
background, where we                      found that the latest names to be added are 
those of Red Arrows                             pilots Jon Egging and Sean Cunningham. 
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On September 26th Barbara and I went up to London to lay a wreath at the 
Bomber Command Memorial. There we met Ted Cachart and his son Tony, Ed 
and Janet Norman and Pam Cripps, Colin couldn’t get off work. 
 

Ted laid a wreath in remem-
brance of his three training 
mates, ‘The Three Musketeers’, 
who were all subsequently 
killed on other squadrons. Ed 
laid a poppy cross in memory of 
his dad’s crew skippered by 
P.O. P.A. Taverner who along 
with the rear gunner was killed 
on October 22nd 1943. Sgt. 
Ronald Norman, died in 1975. I 
laid the Association wreath in 
memory of all 49ers who died 

whilst on 49 Squadron plus a poppy cross to my uncle, Sgt Bob Slaughter who 
was killed on August 18th 1943. 
 

After the short ceremonies we took some photographs and hung around the    
memorial for a while. It was then that we realised that if you just stand around, 
preferably with a RAF badge of some description, there will be a steady stream 
of people coming up to you for a chat. Most of those who spoke to us had     
relatives who served or were killed with Bomber Command. There was a      
very warm atmosphere knowing that we all had something very important        
in common. I suggest that you try it when at the memorial. 
 

In the afternoon the girls visited the Victoria and Albert Museum whilst the   
lads went to the Science Museum. These were most convenient as they are    
next door to each other. 
 

Following an excellent Italian meal in South Kensington the others went     
home whilst Barbara and I took 
the tube to what has become our 
regular London venue, Lancaster 
Gate Hotel. 
 

The following day we took the 
tube to St Pauls Cathedral but 
were put off by the £14 entrance 
fee. A walk down Ludgate Hill to 
Fleet Street brought us to the   



 

journalist’s church, St Bride’s. Here, during the blitz, a German bomb           
uncovered Roman and Anglo Saxon remains which are now on display. 

A further walk down Fleet Street to The Strand 
brought us to St. Clement Danes Church which, as 
most of you will know, is the RAF’s own church. It 
didn’t take long to find 49’s badge in the floor.  
Barbara lit a candle to all those with any affiliation 
to 49’ and who are no longer with us. 
 

Following a circuit on The     
London Eye, from which we 
could see the RAF Memorial, 
we crossed the river to take a 
closer look. This is opposite    
the building which was the     
Air Ministry on the Victoria 
Embankment . 
 

From Westminster Underground 
Station it is but a short ride back 

to Green Park where I took a few shots of the Bomber Command Memorial 
from the Piccadilly side to round off our trip. Note, not a vehicle in sight! 
 

Incidentally our journey to London Euston from Lichfield was by London   
Midland trains. Tickets were booked a month in advance and cost £8 each out 
and £14 each return, a ridiculously small sum for a 120 mile each way journey. 
Lancaster Gate Hotel was booked in advance on the internet via Expedia and 
cost £109 for a twin room, breakfast extra. A one day runabout ticket on the 
London Underground, Central London, cost £7 each. You can see that by   
booking and planning ahead a trip to the Bomber Command Memorial might be 
achieved at quite a reasonable cost, depending on where you live of course.  
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REMEMBER TO RETURN YOUR         
CENSUS FORM IF YOU WISH TO         
CONTINUE YOUR MEMBERSHIP. 
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Following their most interesting programmes, Victorian Farm and Edwardian 
Farm, the BBC have been showing Wartime Farm during September and        
October. One of the early programmes featured the black market and showed, 
amongst other things, experiments in removing the red dye from the petrol used 
by the services. Anyone caught using red petrol in private vehicles was in big 
trouble. After unsuccessfully trying asprin they succeeded by filtering the petrol 
through a loaf of bread. Now who was the bright spark who thought of that? 
Talking of sparks it seemed a most dangerous activity in the kitchen. I found 
this series absolutely fascinating and if you missed it then no matter as I’ve no 
doubt that it will be repeated in total on one of the Freeview channels as were 
the two earlier series. 
 

Our thanks go to Associate Member Chris Beare whose initiative to raise funds 
for the upkeep of The Bomber Command Memorial by selling petals that had 
been collected after the Green Park poppy drop in June resulted in £45 being 
donated. Chris still has a quantity of petals left if anyone would like to have one 
of these precious mementoes and at the same time contribute to the memorial. 
Details appeared in August’s issue of The 4T9er. 
 

I read in the national daily press that The Bomber Command Memorial is 
amongst London’s foremost attractions at present. Quite rightly so! 
 

The Vulcan to the Sky Trust have announced that 2013 will almost certainly be 
the last year in which Vulcan XH558 will be seen in the air. Sad news indeed. 
 

The second issue of The E-Supplement this month, which accompanies the       
e-mailed copies only of The 4T9er, features further shots of the initial flight of 
the Mosquito in New Zealand, the amazing Large Model Display at Cosford in 
July plus further items of interest to those on broadband.  
 

We continue to receive tributes from outsiders on the quality of our website and 
service. We have one of the best teams in the business and I am most grateful to 
‘The Crew’, whose names appear on the back cover, for their total support and 
devotion to the association and its aims.  
 

To those of you who are not enjoying the best of health our thoughts and prayers 
are with you. 
 

‘Til the next time... 
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Warboys 
 

By 
 

Nicolas Trudgian 
 

Lancasters of No. 156 Squadron, Pathfinder Force, prepare for a mission  
at RAF Warboys, Cambridgeshire in the late afternoon of the 20th April 

1943. Taxiing by in the foreground is Lancaster ED 860 with flight          
engineer F/Sgt. John Charles Chapman DFM managing the engines         
for take-off. The mission was the aircraft’s first and it subsequently 

achieved a remarkable total of 130 operations. 
 

This print, by arguably the foremost aviation pencil artist in the world, is priced 
at £50 for a single signature print, limited to 100 copies, or £80 for a print      
containing seven signatures, limited to 156 copies, both plus £9 p&p. 
Image size; 635mm x 460mm. 

Proceeds from the sale of the print go to the Pathfinder Collection RAF Wyton 
which is custodian of many Pathfinder connected artefacts. 

Contact Johnny Clifford at johnny.clifford@sky.com or the editor of this   
magazine for further details. 
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THE DIARY OF A 4T9er’s HOLIDAY 
 

By Malcolm Brooke 
 

Thursday 2nd August: 
My wife May and I are stood on an exposed cliff top overlooking the Channel 
with the ferries shuttling to and fro. This is the site of ‘Swingate Down’ airfield 
where 49 Squadron was formed. It is easy to find as there is a memorial to    
earlier squadrons and various hard standings remain. If all the airfields are as 
easy as this, our trip to France to photograph all the 49 Squadron airfields used 
in WW1 will be straightforward. After visiting Louis Blériot’s landing site, we 
sail, in the opposite direction, for Calais. 
 

Friday 3rd August: 
Whilst in the UK, we made contact with the HISPASEC ‘Petite Synthe’        
Historical Association and were invited to view their research into the airfield. 
We arrive at the Secretary’s home outside Dunkirk and, over coffee, several 
more members arrive. They seem pleased to share their knowledge with us and 
May’s French is becoming more and more polished. When there is a full      
quorum we are driven to the airfield site which is the only remaining wild land 
in a new industrial park. Adjacent to the airfield was a large wartime storage 
depot with a rail connection to the harbour and stretches of the track can still be 
seen. We are treated to lunch and then a tour of the WW2 sites around Dunkirk 
including a personal tour of the museum by the Director...we feel like minor 
royalty. As evening approaches we present them with a bottle of whisky so that 
they can “have a drink on a 4T9er”. 
 

Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th August: 
We visit the V1, V2 ,V3 sites and the Atlantic Wall defences around Calais. 
Weekends don’t get much better than this! 
 

Monday 6th August: 
Another 49 Squadron airfield at ‘Boisdinghem’. The Mayor has kindly replied 
to my letter and included a map of the village showing the location of the      
airfield. This turns out to be vital as the village appears devoid of all life and 
most fields, as far as the eye can see, appear to be perfect landing grounds. We 
photograph the actual field with slight misgivings about the difficulties that 
might lie ahead. Here however, one could imagine the sound of aero-engines 
throttling back for landing, having used the nearby windmill to line themselves 
up with the runway. 
 

Tuesday 7th August: 
We spend the entire day inside La Coupole. This partially completed V2       
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assembly and launch site has been turned into a space museum. When I first  
visited in the early 1980s the site was almost as the Germans left it in 1944 and 
you could climb over the concrete dome and other remains. I’m not sure which 
experience I prefer. 
 

Wednesday 8th August: 
We enter ‘Beauvois’ (not to be confused with Beauvais) with no guidance as to 
the location of the airfield. We find a farmer who looks more and more          
perplexed as May explains what we are looking for. Wing Commander Jefford’s 
book on RAF Squadrons doesn’t trigger a memory so we try another farm.     
We strike lucky; the farmer’s mother remembers that there was an airfield       
on the edge of the village. He draws a plan which enables us to photograph      
the field.  
We are extremely fortunate with the next airfield on our list, ‘Les Eauvis’, as the 
Mayor of the nearby village has agreed to meet us outside his office and be our 
guide. 49 Squadron was the only British unit to fly from here and then for only 
one or two days. We asked the Mayor how he knew this information. He told us 
that he had been Mayor for 30 years and some time ago he knew an old man 
who used to watch planes fly from this field. We ask if anybody else in the    
village would be likely to know this information and he replies that probably    
he is the only person. We feel thrilled, as though we are rescuing little bits of 
history that would shortly be lost forever. The day ends with another success at 
‘La Bellevue’. We have information on this airfield but we chance upon Pascal 
Audegond, a friendly farmer, who shows us around. He has an interest in        
the history of his fields and occasionally digs up items of WW1 rubbish. By   
the time we return to our hotel I receive an email to say that Pascal has          
visited the 49 Squadron Facebook page and “Liked” us. For non-Facebook users 
this simply means that he was interested enough to visit our website and      
comment on our Association! 
 

Thursday 9th August: 
The village of ‘Villers Les Cagnicourt’ was positioned just behind the           
Hindenburg Line and the airfield was used by 49 Squadron after the line was 
breached in the summer of 1918. As we had no guidance or contacts in the    
village, we visit the regional archives in Arras. Although they are very helpful 
we can find nothing to help us so we decide to drive to the village and try our 
luck. Once again the village seems deserted but we follow a sound and disturb a 
family eating lunch. They cannot help us and next we flag down a car entering 
the drive of a small chateau. Again we have no luck but, leaving the village on  
a different road, we spot a likely farm. After being gently reprimanded for  
walking through his barn the farmer introduces us to a genetic scientist who 
works in a small  office across the road. Mr Martin, as he is called, is an        
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enthusiast and knows a great deal of WW1 history. He even has a dedicated 
GPS device with all the locations of his trench digging excursions. However, he 
has no knowledge of an airfield. May teaches him the word “Geek” and, due to 
the time, we unfortunately have to turn down an invitation to his house. Not  
locating the airfield isn’t the end of the world, but May and I feel slightly      
dejected at our failure. 
 

Friday 10th August: 
Today we are looking for an airfield called ‘Fourneuil’. We think this is going to 
be difficult as it is very near the present Paris-Beauvais airport and we expect to 
be told that this was the airfield. 
We drive round the deserted village twice and then spot a likely candidate to 
interrogate. May launches into her explanation and before she can crack her 
“we’re not looking for something like Charles De Gaulle Airport in Paris” joke, 
the man nods and points towards some fields. We ask how he knows this and he 
tells us that his father, as a small boy, used to hide in the hedges and watch the 
planes. We can’t believe our luck; we have found the only man in the village 
who knows this information and, following our chat, he disappears into his 
fields for the day driving a monstrous tractor. 
 

Saturday 11th August: 
En route to our final airfield we go via the prison on the outskirts of Amiens 
where Operation Jericho took place. The prison has been rebuilt and the area 
urbanised but there is a surprisingly strong atmosphere there. Group Captain 
Pickard’s grave is in a cemetery just down the road. We approach Conteville; 
surely we can’t have the same amount of luck today. Selecting the correct      
village was the first hurdle as there are several in the area. A railway line (now 
closed) marked on W/C Jefford’s map confirms that we have the correct village. 
The story is almost identical to the previous day and the first (and only) person 
we find knows all about the airfield. The Luftwaffe developed the site in WW2 
and a long stretch of runway remains. We race up and down the concrete,    
hanging out of the car window filming our fun. The best had been saved until 
last but now our trip is over. 
 

Sunday 12th August: 
We use the Channel Tunnel to return home and, lying on the doormat, is a     
delayed letter from the Mayor of ‘Villers Les Cagnicourt’ with a plan of the  
airfield...our only failure during the trip. What frustration, we’ll just have to  go 
back next year! 
 

Note: Maps and photographs of the airfields as well as the details of 49     
Squadron’s activities during WW1 can be found on the 49 Squadron website 
(History…Airfields). 



 

THE LAUNCH OF; 
 ‘THE BAIRNSFATHER BOYS’  BROTHERS IN ARMS 

 

 

 
Ted Cachart, John Ward and Graham Bairnsfather at the launch of John Ward’s 

new book at The Autumn Air Show at Duxford on October 14th.  

 
This book tells the inspiring story of three first generation Australians, who 
were caught up in the ravages of the Second World War. Brought up in the 
harshest of conditions on a farm that was a days ride from water, the boys   
eventually volunteered for military service. Eldest brother Hugh became an   
officer in the Australian army and served on an AA unit near Darwin. Ralph 
joined the RAAF and served as a bomb aimer on 49 Squadron at Fulbeck. The 
youngest boy, Bruce, became a pilot and flew with 460 Squadron out of        
Binbrook. Bruce brought a camera over with him and took some fantastic shots, 
not only of aircraft but also wartime England. Extensive photographs throughout 
the 168 pages.... some in colour. 
 

Price £20 plus £3 p&p from John Ward (Details on back cover.) 
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A VISIT TO DENMARK 
 

By Tony Randall 
 

  At 3.00 am on 18th August 1943 Lancaster JA691 of 49 Squadron was        
shot down and crashed near Aabenraa, Denmark. The aircraft was returning 
from a raid on Peenemunde where the V1 and V2 rockets were designed and 
manufactured. I was just three years old. 
  On 13th August 2012 my son and I travelled to Aabenraa to visit the crash site 
and the grave of the pilot, Flying Officer H. J. Randall. It was the first visit to 

my father’s grave for myself and Matthew.  
  We viewed the Memorial Stone erected            
by the good people of Denmark in 1949 and     
visited the graves of all the crew in the        
immaculately maintained Aabenraa Cemetery. 
  We then visited the local museum run by  
Formand Erling Madsen and viewed metal 
from the aircraft, JA691, various photographs 
of the crash site and, what was even more 
poignant, a photograph of my Grandfather and 
Grandmother –  H. J. Randall’s parents – who 
attended the inauguration of the memorial on       
5th May 1949. 
  My overwhelming impression of our visit 
was the deep feeling of sympathy displayed by 
the people of Denmark for the flyers who had 

lost their lives fighting for the freedom of Europe. 
  My grateful thanks go to Marilyn and Hans Nissen for their great hospitality 
and for taking us around the area. Marilyn and Hans have looked after the     
Memorial and the graves for many years and she told me just after we visited 
that she placed flowers at the Memorial on 18th August, 69 years after the crash, 
and later on she found that someone else had placed roses in a vase on the site.   
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               Colour photos; Marilyn Nissen      

The Inauguration, 5th May 1949 



 

49 SQUADRON ASSOCIATION REMEMBERS 
 

  It was standing room only at Fiskerton Church for the Remembrance Day     
service. The 5th Lincoln Scout Troop 
paraded and later provided the Guard   
of Honour as wreaths were laid at       
the Airfield Memorial by Ted Cachart 
and Ken Warner in memory of those 
who died whilst serving with 49 and  
576 Squadrons respectively. During the   
service pupils of Fiskerton Primary 
School recited to the haunting tones of 
Sir Edward Elgar’s Nimrod. Following 
the dedication of the new Roll of     
Honour at the July reunion a beautifully 
bound copy, with laminated pages, was 
placed on the Church Memorial for the 
use of everyday  visitors. 
  There was a very good turn out of around 30 people, including a small party of 
ATC cadets, at the Bransby Memorial. The service was conducted as usual by 
Mr. Clifford Marshall, as he has done for many years, on a very cold but sunny 
morning. Afterwards, wreaths from the Bransby Home of Rest for Horses, the 
Lincoln ATC Squadron, RAF Scampton and the 49 Squadron Association (by 
49er John Galloway) were laid.  
  Honorary Friend Peter Hare laid the association wreath at the Fulbeck Airfield 
Memorial. 
  At the Bomber Command Memorial the McEneaney family laid a wreath to the 
crew of P/O Waugh, ND474, which contained their relative F/S T. McEneaney. 
  At the Binfield Memorial to F/Sgt G. Silvester, Associate Member Jo       
Cockburn and her son Ben planted a poppy cross to her great uncle. 
  In Aabenraa, Denmark, Hans and Marilyn Nissen planted poppy crosses on the 
graves of the 49ers buried in the cemetery there and also on the memorial to 
JA691, which crashed on August 18th 1943 at Lojt Kirkeby. 
  The pupils of Hawthorns School, Durrington, Worthing, having made a huge 
poppy in memory of the crew of F/O E. G. Essenhigh, laid it at the memorial to 
the 49 Squadron crew on Tuesday, November 13th. Some of the pupils who  
attend the school live in the roads named after the crew members. The centre of 
the poppy carries the words, “THANK YOU FROM THE CHILDREN OF 
HAWTHORNS SCHOOL”. 
   These are the events of which we are aware. Doubtless there were many more. 
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  Martin Bowman, Honorary Friend of 49 Squadron Association, is renowned 
as an aviation historian and author. I have read many books, by various       
authors, featuring the Lancaster and I can say with conviction that his latest 
offering is up there with the best. 
  Lancaster operations are outlined in chronological order with first hand      
accounts by former Lancaster aircrew. It is these accounts, including those of 
4T9er Eric Jones DFC, that bring the book to life and give it the personal 
touch. Many photographs portraying aircraft, events and locations, including 
some in colour, are published for the first time. In reading the regular         
comments such as, “ ...twelve Lancasters failed to return”, one is reminded of 
the terrible losses, day by day, night by night, that Bomber Command suffered. 
It is the stories of the aircrew themselves, with little mention of overall strategy 
or ‘top brass’, that make it a ‘reading book’ rather than a ‘reference’. 
  Measuring 10” (25.5mm) x 9” (23mm) it is beautifully presented and is      
published by The History Press. ISBN 978 0 7524 6467 1 and costs £25. 
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MEMORIES OF MY LIFE IN THE RAF 
 

By Roy Gould 
 

Part 4 
 

  I remember we went to a bombing range at Wainfleet on the coast of the Wash 
in Norfolk. I think we used tiny little practice bombs that flashed on impact and 
some poor souls were there in a reinforced hut recording where they fell. I can’t 
remember how I did, but it could not have been too bad for I passed my test. 
  Many years later, I took my wife and two young daughters for a few days   
holiday in a hotel in Blakeney, a pleasant little town on the north coast of     
Norfolk. On the first night we were there, with the girls tucked up in bed,        
we settled down for a nice peaceful evening overlooking the sea. But it was    
not to be. As soon as it was dark the Air Force came round and round            
practising their bombing at Wainfleet. Time had not changed their programme 
for bombing  instruction! 
  Now, taking my mind back to 1941, I remember we also took up a full crew of 
four and gave the wireless operator experience and the rear gunner exercises in 
gunnery. We used to fly parallel to an aircraft towing a drogue a long way     
behind it. This was like the windsock you see at airfields to show the direction 
of the prevailing wind but, because it was being pulled along at 120 or so miles 
an hour, it was held out horizontally. This exercise we did out at sea for obvious 
reasons. On returning home the holes were counted in the drogue to check       
the gunner’s accuracy.   
  We finished our course and I was assessed as ‘Average’ on all these new skills 
having done a total of 20 hours on Hampdens and a total flying time of 202 
hours. I was now ready and qualified to go to a squadron. I hope I have         
described all the intricacies of this new life as succinctly as possible, but it is a 
bit of a job after all this time. 
  

Chapter 5Chapter 5  
  

83 Squadron at R.A.F. Scampton 83 Squadron at R.A.F. Scampton –– 14th October 1941 14th October 1941  
  83 Squadron was in 5 Group of Bomber Command and Scampton was a    
well-established aerodrome just a few miles north of Lincoln city. There I was 
given a first floor bedroom in what formerly must have been one of the houses 
for the family ‘living in’ – very comfortable after what we had had before. I 
shared this room with a wireless operator who was also new to the squadron. 
  No time was lost in putting us to work for on October 16th we were summoned 
to a briefing in the afternoon. Briefings always followed the same pattern. 
  All the crews notified to be on that trip sat on rows of chairs with the          
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navigators behind trestle tables and who were given white Mercators Projection 
maps incorporating both our base and the area to be attacked. A sentry was 
posted at the door to prevent any unauthorised entry. In came the Squadron 
Leader, the Wing Commander, the Navigation Officer, the Met. Officer and  
others if required. We were told the reason for the raid – say a munitions factory 
at Bremen, the weather we were likely to encounter and wind speeds, the exact 
route to be taken so as to avoid as many heavily fortified areas as possible, the 
height we were to fly at, and the bombing height. We were also instructed on the 
exact time we should be over the target. This became more and more important 
because of the increasing numbers of aircraft attacking the one target. It would 
not do to have too many over the same point at the same time. 
  After all our masters had their say, everyone would be dismissed except the 
navigators who stayed behind to work out the courses we would have to take 
and the times for each leg of the journey. 
  For my first skirmish with the enemy they seem to have chosen a ‘soft target’.  
My log book shows that I went to Dunkerque with only four 250lb bombs with 
Sergeant Rogers as the pilot, Flight Sergeant Calder as the wireless operator, 
Sergeant Isherwood, the gunner. 
  I did the navigating and it took us 3 hours and 50 minutes. To be honest, I can 
remember nothing about this raid but I suppose, as I found later, one did not  
impress them on one’s memory specifically unless something very exceptional 
occurred. We seemed to have accepted each trip upon which we were briefed, 
dispelled the butterflies in our stomachs as best we could if it was known to be a 
‘sticky’ target and got on with it. Now we had to enter all operations at night in 
red in our log book instead of the usual blue or black. Any other night flying 
was underlined in red.   
  For our second operation we were briefed to go to Kiel. We were to be the 
same crew as before and we had to attack the famous canal between the North 
Sea and the Baltic Sea. It was to be a long way; in fact it proved to take 7 hours 
and 40 minutes. When we got there, there was ten-tenths cloud and we could not 
see the ground at all. When we arrived over Kiel, however, we were left in no 
doubt as to where we had got to. All hell came up to us in the form of ‘flak’ and 
‘ack-ack’. I don’t suppose you have ever had either of these thrown at you so I 
had better explain. Flak was from a light, quick firing cannon that sent up I 
don’t know how many rounds a minute and every sixth shell had their tracer 
powder in it. Up it came with a bright red or green light, at first it appeared to 
rise very slowly and then it flashed past you on all sides as the gunners below 
‘hose-piped’ it towards you. It was fascinating but unwise to dwell on the 
knowledge that, for every streak of colour, there were five other shells that 
would explode if they managed to hit the aircraft.  
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  Ack-ack was from heavy guns that exploded at a predetermined height with     
a big ‘puff’ of black foul smelling smoke and shrapnel being flung all round it. 
In a heavy attack with several guns on the go and if they had got your height 
accurately, you could smell the smoke and hear the shrapnel rattling on the    
aircraft and you hoped a big piece would not come through! 
  With the canal nowhere to be seen because of the cloud, Sergeant Rogers     
decided to dispose of our 1,000lb and two 500lb bombs as quickly as possible 
and “get out of there” without further delay. The Air Force, however, did not 
accept defeat gladly and two nights later on 7th November 1941, off we went 
again to the Kiel Canal with the same bomb load. This time it was clear when 
we got there and perhaps we damaged the canal and disrupted the vast number 
of ships using that short cut between the two seas. 
  After a short break from operations, Cologne was our next target for the night 
but on December 13th we were briefed that the Navy was very worried and had 
asked for help from the Air Force. At that time they were struggling to keep 
open the trade routes for the ships bringing in the essential supplies of food to 
keep the nation alive. The ‘U’ boat submarines were wreaking havoc with the 
ships of the Merchant Navy and things were very bleak in Britain. 
  At the outset of the war Nazi Germany had built three ‘pocket’ battleships.  
These were not very big but they were fast and very heavily armed. They also 
took their toll when finding merchant ships. Our battle squadrons searched for 
them all over the high seas so, when it was found that one of them had taken 
refuge in the secure harbour at Brest on the north west corner of France, they 
wanted to keep it there until our battleships could get in the vicinity to attack it 
should it come out. I think it was the Tirpitz but it could have been one of the 
other two. [This could not have been Tirpitz as that ship never made it to Brest. 
It is likely that it was Scharnhorst. ED.] 
  To try to keep it in harbour, 5 Group was asked to plant two magnetic sea 
mines in the deep water approaches to Brest harbour and I was one of those who 
had to deliver one of them by daylight. 
  It was December 13th. A wild rainy day with cloud down lower than 1,000 feet 
as we made our way to the South coast. They must have thought it was an      
important task, for Squadron Leader Rainford was my pilot with Flight Sergeant 
Calder the wireless operator and Sergeant Holmes the air gunner. I think we 
crossed our coast at about Lyme Regis and took the long sea crossing so as to 
avoid the fortified Channel Islands and approached the French coast near the 
northwest corner of France with very little land to go over. The cloud was still 
down to 1,000 feet and we kept on dodging into it when we saw any other     
aircraft lest they were fighters. We came up to the river estuary and found it was 
low tide and the deep-water channel was nicely defined. Sea mines had to be 



 

dropped at no higher than 200 feet, so down we went and put it where it was 
intended to go.   
  By the time we got back to the British coast it was a pitch black and very dirty 
night. We planned to make landfall at the same place as we came out but our 
pilot, who had been fighting the wicked weather, decided to check exactly 
where we had got to and called ‘May Day’. He had a reply from below and 
found, to my gratification, that we were where I had said we should be – near 
Lyme Regis. The rest of the flight home was uneventful but I am sorry to say 
that the other Hampden from Scampton with a crew I knew well did not return 
home. This was my first experience of having to hear that some of our fellow 
aircrew “did not make it” as was said for short. 
  This had been my first daylight operation and, according to instructions, had to 
be entered into my log book in green ink. Mine laying was also described as 
‘Gardening’ and the mine known as a ‘Veg’.   
  You may have wondered how it was that we did not get shot at by our own   
defences when we came in off the sea like that. The secret was that, as we      
approached the coast, we would put on a strong underbelly light so that the   
gunners could see that we were not trying to hide and we also switched on our 
I.F.F. This was the Identification Friend or Foe electronic device that advised 
those below that we were “one of ours”. 
  It appeared that it did not take long for the Germans to sweep up our mine and 
three nights later we had to do it all again but by night, such was the urgency to 
keep the battleship in Brest. 
  A week later I went on what was to be my last daylight-bombing raid in            
a Hampden. It was to Schipol in Holland. I think it must have been to the aero-
drome because we delivered eight 250lb bombs and I remember very little of it. 
  Then I went on seven days well earned leave and found that Milford was much 
the same as on the photo I had taken so long ago. When I returned to camp, 
much refreshed, I was speaking to one of the other navigators and he told me 
that the battleship had escaped from Brest and they all had to go out over the 
North Sea to bomb it. “I knew, with my navigation, I would never find it”, he 
said, “but to my consternation”, he continued, “there it was through a hole in the 
clouds spitting fire and brimstone”. He didn’t hit it. A fast moving zigzagging 
ship is a most difficult target. 
  I must not bore you with the details of all operations we then had to do. We 
were very busy and did five trips in the next eight days (or nights). These       
included ‘Gardening’ again in Bordeaux harbour to keep in another warship – a 
long trip of 8 hours. We flew to Brest again with bombs, as well as to             
Wilhelmshaven and other targets, all without great incident to impress them on 
my memory.   
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Chapter 6Chapter 6  
  

Captain’s Course at R.A.F. North Luffenham and to 49 Squadron on Captain’s Course at R.A.F. North Luffenham and to 49 Squadron on 
HampdensHampdens  
  I do not know whether the powers that be decided that I had done enough     
navigating or whether they were short of pilots but I was sent off to do the    
Captain’s course. It is not very strong in my memory, for we had to familiarise 
ourselves with all the intricacies of piloting both by day and night. We had to 
learn that we were Captains; we were in charge of the crew and had to make all 
decisions. How to fly using ‘George’ the automatic pilot and importantly, how 
to keep a steady even keel on the bomb dropping run up with the directions from 
the bomb aimer to steer slightly to the left or right. I see from my log book that  
I did 21 hours of flying by day and 7 hours by night on this course by the time I 
had finished. 
  So I returned to Scampton 
but to 49 Squadron this 
time as pilot. I was given a 
crew and soon put to work. 
No memories of merit    
prevail for the operations 
we did to Lille, to Paris 
twice with leaflets, and 
planting mines in the    
Heligoland Bight to hinder 
shipping of some sort and 
some other trips.   
  I have not told you that I was now billeted at Scampton in a farm labourer’s 
thatched roofed cottage in North Carlton not far from the aerodrome, with     
another sergeant pilot. We two were delivered to our cottage by lorry and let 
ourselves in at all hours of the night into the one ground floor room. We then 
mounted a fixed ladder into the bedroom above through a trap door and, because 
our hosts were sleeping there, had to creep over to our little room in the roof. I 
don’t think it had a window but was furnished with two beds, a chest of drawers, 
a chair and a few hooks on the low roof rafters to hang our things on. All very 
snug and we were there for quite a while, or at least I was. 
  Unfortunately, at this time I had another experience of the loss that was to   
happen time and time again thereafter. One night my pal, Jim York, a good  
chap did not return from a raid. So I had the horrible job of collecting his things 
and giving them to his parents when they came up to collect his little car. 
 
  

To be continued. 

Photo; Via 49 Squadron Website, courtesy Brian Rippon. 
 

A Hampden of 49 Squadron. 
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READER’S LETTERS 
 

I‘m grateful to Honorary Member Freda 
Styles, of Fiskerton, for sending two             
photographs of the Bomber Command        
Memorial in Lincoln Cathedral which was 
specially decorated  for the Flower Festival on 
August 18th. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Whilst kindly sending a donation, Associate Member, Doris Madden wrote; 
“Thank you very much for the August issue. I would have liked to go to the  
unveiling of the Memorial, but because of my health was unable to. 
“My eldest daughter Deborah lives in London, in Camden, so she got tickets and 
went in my place. I had it on the telly but she said how much it was to be at     
the Memorial. 
“Why I am writing is because the same thing happened with her and the taxi. 
[See Editorial, August 2012 issue. ED.] She left her car at home, got a taxi to 
Green Park and like you, when she got out her purse to pay, the driver said, no  
it was her contribution. Deb said it would be about £20 so I sent that to the    
Memorial Fund. We’ve got to keep it good, they deserve it.”  
 

Associate Member, Louise Dexter e-mailed with another happy ending; 
“I just wanted to let you know that following information kindly supplied by 49 
Squadron Association, I have today received my uncle Ronnie's medals. (1939-
1945 Star, Aircrew Europe Star, 1939-1945 War Medal). I'm extremely proud 
and honoured to be given the opportunity to have these medals entrusted to my 
care. I can't tell you how much it means to finally see them, they will certainly 
be taking pride of place under my favourite drawing "Salute to the Many" (Crew 
of PA474). They will also be going with me when I finally get out to Durnbach 
War Cemetery. 
“Once again thanks to all at the association.” 
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I’ve been watching the progress of De Havilland Mosquito FB.26 KA114 via 
FlyPast magazine and at the end of September ‘Friend’ Ralph Gray e-mailed 
from New Zealand; 
“Many thanks for your continuing work on the quarterly mag… its great.   
Doesn’t matter what I am doing, everything gets dropped when it lands in my 
mailbox! The super-duper edition last time was brilliant. 
“I trust things are better for you mate. 
“Today [29th September ED.] we had the first public flight of the newly re-built 
Mosquito, the only one around. I know it’s not a Lanc, only half the number of 
Merlins, but NZ is a small place, hard to fit 4 such engines on a plane down  
here where you might taxi off the edge of the island if you are not careful. This 
one is going to a US collector (NZ is also a bit poor!), but all work done here in 
NZ where the Warbirds association has a tremendous momentum. Being       
beneath the Mozzie as it flew past repeatedly, I was surprised at how quiet it 
was, and fast, very fast. There was a real catch in the voices of the NZ and    
Aussie commentators as it flew over. It only has 3 hours flying time and this 
thing was magnificent. It was, and is still, one very serious plane. The crowd 
cheered madly… and so did we, thinking of you guys over there… and those 
guys and what they all did.” 

 Photo; Ralph Gray 
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On July 11th former mid-upper-gunner, Bill ‘Titch’ Cooke, received his 
Christmas gift from last year, a taxi run on the Lancaster at East Kirkby. This 
was arranged by his son 
Steve, ‘Friend of 49SA’, and 
after it Bill sent the following 
poem that he had written 
prior to the event; 
 

Is this really just a joy ride, 
Just a little bit of fun. 
 

Will I not need stowing my 
 parachute 
Or need to check each gun. 
 

Will it only be a short run 
Just a taxi down the strip. 
 

Not eight long hours of  
searching 
In stress and tension’s grip. 
 

Just a run around the airfield 
Wheels firmly on the ground. 
 

Not thinking’ “Will we ditch  
tonight” 
And maybe all be drowned. 
 

Thankfully that’s over now 
I sleep peacefully in my bed, 
Remembering oft times about 
My mates of old now dead. 
 

So if you see me in the street 
Just nod and say “Good day”, 
And thank the Lord it’s over 
No more aircrew need to pay. 
 

In reply to my letter of welcome new Member, Hugh McLeod, wrote from New 
South Wales; 
“...I never flew on ops with Uncle (We called him that in those days) but he took 
me up in the spacious Oxford a couple of times and let me fly it which I        
enjoyed. I really liked him. [Hugh is referring to our late chairman Leslie 
‘Uncle Will’ Hay. Yes, we were very fond of him too. ED.]  
“Bert Weatherley replaced our original WOP, Freddie Millar. Jim Milburn    
was our skipper (a superb pilot) and Freddie was good, but rather undisciplined. 
Bert did a great job. 

                                       Photo; A&K Markham Photographers.   
 

Bill in the cockpit of ‘Just Jane’.       

                                                         Photo; Richard Gleed-Owen. 
 

Steve and Bill.                               
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“Jim and I stayed in touch. He told me once that he had no choice than to let 
Freddie go when he had a couple of rows and he regretted it. He was shot down 
on his second trip with his new crew. Jim told me that it was on his conscience 
for the rest of his life. I did my best to reassure him that he had little choice and 
I hope I helped him. He died at 78. 
“I was one of 12 pilots recruited to help smooth out the problem with the so 
called secret Village Inn. It was not a success and we lost 5 or 6 of us (from 
memory). Rather sad. 
“Back home the Australian Lanc Squadrons 463 and 467 Associations adopted 
me and we ‘open the hangar doors’ on our Anzac Day…” 
 

Air Commodore John Langston sent the following letter enclosing a letter by 
Sir Arthur ‘Bomber’ Harris; 
“...- by way of introduction I was the penultimate CO of the squadron before it 
disbanded. My other connection with it was in sharing the airfield at Fulbeck in 
1944 when I was on 189! I left Fulbeck for Woodhall Spa for a second tour on 
617 at the end of the year. 
“I always enjoy reading The 4T9er which is superb! As the Editor, I wonder     
if you have seen the enclosed letter from Arthur Harris to ‘617 and all other 
bombers’ dated April 1980? If it is old hat please tear it up – otherwise possibly 
you could make some use of it in The 4T9er.” 
Like many of our readers, no doubt, I had heard of this letter but had never seen 
it in full. I am delighted to print it here as it seems to me to totally present the 
case for Bomber Command. 
 

“Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Arthur T Harris 
Bt..C.C.B..O.B.E..A.F.C..L.L.D. 
                                                      

                                                                                            The Fenny House 
                                                                                           Goring on Thames 
                                                                                                         RG8 9DX 
18th April 1980 
 

  To all my old lags of 617 Squadron and any other bombers and their guests – a 
hearty welcome, and this advice to the bombers. 
  Ignore any sneers and smears of authors and those who find them the sole 
means of selling their wares, and buy instead the books written by Albert Speer 
and Doc. Goebbels, from these two at the very centre of things from 39-45, but 
on the wrong side. You will find irrefutable and ample first class evidence that 
the strategic bombing won the three main victories in the war. 
  1.    In The Air 
              Because they forced the enemy on the defensive, building and training 
practically nothing but fighters and fighter pilots in a despairing attempt, which 
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failed, to defend their fatherland. 
  2.    On The Land 
              Because they gave the allied armies absolute air supremacy and blasted 
out of the way any and every attempt by the enemy to make a successful stand 
or counter attack.  
  3.    At Sea 
              Because the bombers sank or destroyed twice as many enemy capital 
ships as the navy accounted for, sank, fatally damaged or destroyed before they 
were launched, at least a dozen submarines for every one the navy scuppered, 
destroyed hundreds of small naval craft such as destroyers, torpedo craft and 
gun boats, mine sweepers and trawlers etc, and finally annihilated the enemy 
merchant marine on which they depended for vital ore supplies for industry. 
 

On top of all that, before any allied soldier set foot within 50 miles of Berlin, the 
bombers had reduced the top enemy government to maniacs hiding underground 
and experimenting with poison pills on a dog to see if they would serve their 
intended purpose, which they shortly achieved, of murdering their own wives 
and children and killing themselves. 
  As I have indicated above you can get the irrefutable evidence of all the above 
facts from the Albert Speer’s and Goebbel’s books. Also from the sayings of 
Rommel (in Normandy). Sepp Dietrich (at Bastogne), General Field Marshal 
Erhard Milch, who said he had 900,000 fit soldiers on air defence and half       
the army’s anti-tank guns, while Speer had 800,000 fit men trying and failing   
to keep the railways going, doubtless thousands more repairing urgent damage 
to industry. 
  If you know of any allied army that took 2 million out of the enemy’s fighting 
lines and half their vital anti-tank guns, I would be interested to hear about it. 
  But that is all you old lags and loafers did for the pay you drew. 
  No wonder authors and journalists find cause to smear you. Enjoy yourselves, 
and how well you deserve it! 
                                                             BERT” 
 

Our Webmaster, Malcolm Brooke, received the following e-mail; 
“My name is Veronica Hagues (nee Collins) and my Dad was in 576 Squadron 
based at Fiskerton. W/O Eugene Collins 1881980 he was a rear gunner on Fl/Lt 
Woodruff's crew. 
“I just wanted to say how wonderful your site is and how lucky the people who 
sent in the photo's are. To have so many showing such an array of brave airmen 
is very, very precious. 
“I have been searching for one of Dad for over two years now and only have 
very, very feint one of him underneath a Lancaster with the rest of the squadron. 
“Thank you so much for a wonderful site.” 
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CAN YOU HELP? 
 

The photograph below came from Peter Hoyles in Australia. It shows the M.T. 
section at Fiskerton. We know that the WAAF on the front row, third from the 
left, is Dot Smith, nee Everett, but can anyone identify any of the others? 

A model Lancaster on finals and a MkIV DeHavilland Comet at the Large Model 
Show at Cosford, July 29th 2012.  

This excellent show is featured in full colour detail in the E-Supplement to this  
issue of The 4T9er. 



  Here we are with the second issue of the E-Supplement. In my introduction to the first issue I said that we 

are able to share many photographs that otherwise would be just filed away and forgotten which has always 

been a source of irritation to me. This issue illustrates my point. 

  As promised last month, this quarter mainly features The Large Model Show at Cosford on the weekend of 

28th/29th July. The photographs were all taken on the Sunday which started off with dark clouds but ended 

with sunshine. I hope that you find them interesting and maybe even surprising. As will be seen on pages 3 to 

8, these large, in some cases very large, models allow one to enjoy the spectacle of rare or even extinct types   

flying once again. 

1 

The 4T9er E-Supplement is compiled and edited by Alan Parr and published with The 4T9er magazine by 49 Squadron Association. 

All photographs are by Alan Parr unless credited otherwise. 

© Copyright 2012  49 Squadron Association 

Photo; Jo Cockburn 

The BBMF Lancaster and Spitfire PR XIX over Binfield on August 18th. 



We have received photographs of two more veteran 49ers who attended the unveiling of The Bomber Command Memorial 

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY 
 

Above left; Robert McEneaney remembers his uncle, F/Sgt T.C. 

McEneaney, and the crew of P/O T.W. Waugh, at the Bomber 

Command Memorial. Photo via Robert McEneaney. 

Above centre; At Fiskerton Airfield Memorial Ken Warner and 

Ted Cachart lay wreaths to 576 and 49 Squadrons respectively 

with Rev. Penny Green. Andrew Cooke is in the background with 

the Scout’s wreath. Photo; Richard Gleed-Owen. 

Extreme right; The Fiskerton parade marches off. 

It is reported in the December issue of FlyPast that the Lincolnshire Bomber Command Memorial Appeal has launched its new 

website.    www.lincolnshirebombercommandmemorial.com 
 

At the time of the research and recovery of 49 Squadron Hampden P1206 and two of its crew members in Holland, a website 

by Eric Molenaar Wkdankbar.nl gave detailed reports of progress. This site has been ’off air’ for sometime but is once again 

available at www.ericmolenaar.nl 
 

Jo Cockburn sent in the following link which tells of the Commonwealth War Graves project to install a panel bearing a quick 

response code at Botley Cemetery, Oxfordshire which can be scanned using smart phones. 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-20242045 

Once scanned it will allow mobile phone and tablet users to retrieve information about those buried there. It is projected that 

panels will be installed at 500 CWGC sites across Europe. 
 

Jo also sent the following address which shows our Chairman Ted Cachart’s appearance on East Midlands television. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b01nwbw5/Inside_Out_East_Midlands_12_11_2012/ 

Unfortunately there is no guarantee that the item is still available on iplayer at the time that this supplement is published. 
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Photo; Via Tom Page 

Tom & Cecilia Page  

Photo; Via Eric Jones 

Eric Jones DFC 

CORRECTION 

I must apologise to Associate Member Chris Beare for an error in the caption on sheet 4 of the November E-Supplement. The 

gentleman shown with her at the Bomber Command Memorial unveiling is in fact her brother Dennis, not her husband. 
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THE MAIDEN POST - RESTORATION FLIGHT OF MOSQUITO FB.26 KA114 

 
Ralph Gray sent these photographs from New Zealand of the first flight as described in Reader’s Letters in this issue of The 

4T9er...Some links that might interest you… 

http://www.warbirdrestoration.co.nz/ (this has some excellent shots of the terrible condition of the original shell… 

amazing) 

http://www.warbirds.co.nz/ 

http://www.motat.org.nz/  

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/7747544/WWII-Mosquito-takes-flight  
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Above; Avro Lancasters      Below; Vickers Armstrong Wellingtons 

LARGE MODEL DISPLAY, COSFORD, JULY 2012 



Above; Boeing B29 Stratofortress      Below; North American B25 Mitchell 
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Above; English Electric Lightning.      Below; Grumman F9F Panther. 
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The superb model, above, can be compared with the full size Comet IV, below, in the museum at Cosford. Beneath  

the Comet’s wing is the 12” - 1 foot ‘Airfix kit’ which was shown being built by local children in James May’s 

 television programme. 
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Above; P47 Thunderbolt.       Below; Boeing B17G Flying Fortress. 
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